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Since being a child captain Mate was in touch with the sea, professionally trained rowing and sailing since he was ten years old.

His hobby grew up into a job at the age of 18. Throughout education he got licenses and certificates to handle boats so all his

long term plans are related with yachts. Mate is very communicative and feels great around people. His organization skills are

on a high level. He consider himself as easy-going person, hard worker, perfectionist in the positive way. Beside the job, Mate

enjoy singing in acapella band, riding bicycle and travelling.

Captain MATE BEDRICA

Nationality Croatian Languages English
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Deckhand and Engineer ANTE PARAC

Nationality Croatian Languages English

Ante's almost whole family is connected to the sea from working at the lighthouses, in the Harbor Master's Office, all the way 
to his father and brother who have been on the boat all their lives. Working on a yacht was a logical step for him in order to 
follow the path. a His education started at a shipbuilding school, which he successfully completed with very good results. Then 
he went to the assistantship and passed the lieutenant exam. Out of the desire to do a job related to the sea and be closer to 
my family Ante chose this profession which he really likes. He will do his best to do it successfully and with quality.

DAWO – AZ IMUT  GRANDE  27M

Nationality Croatia Languages English

Igor is 36 year old enthusiast that lives in Sibenik.  Igor graduated in 2004 in School of tourism and Hotels and has been always 

interested in tourism fields. Although he hasn't been a professional chef from early days, his love for cooking took him to 

culinary school at the age of 27. After a year in school, and graduation in 2013 at the Tourist - catering school, Igor started his 

career as a Chef. In past 9 years he has gained a lot of experience working in top restaurants in Šibenik and in Zagreb, where in 

addition to cooking he gained a lot of experience in the kitchen management. Prefers cooking with fresh seasonal ingredients,

follows nurturing tradition, and his dishes are presented in a modern way. Languages: English

Chef IGOR KARODOLE
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Chief Stewardess ANITA TABULA

Nationality Croatian Languages English

Andrea is cheerful and positive. Simple and hardworking. Empathetic and skilled at relating to people and understanding their
needs. Her greatest strength is the ability to solve problems quickly and efficiently. Andrea likes to work both in team and on 
her own. By working in groups (especially on the boat), she realized that her collaborative nature is strong attribute. She is very 
creative when it comes to interior design. Andrea loves constant learning, new challenges and dynamic life.
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